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REQUESTED REVISION:
STANDARD: 802.3-2008
CLAUSE NUMBER: 55
CLAUSE TITLE: Physical Coding Sublayer (PCS), Physical Medium Attachment (PMA) sublayer and baseband medium, type 10GBASE-T

PROPOSED REVISION TEXT:

Subclause 55.12.4 - (PICS) Physical Medium Attachment (PMA)

Change item PMF15, the Value/Comment column to read:

Slave’s PBO final setting within two levels (4dB) of the MASTER’s PBO level

RATIONALE FOR REVISION:

Item PMF15, the Value/Comment column states “Slave’s PBO final setting should be within two levels (4dB) of the MASTER’s PBO level” (underline added for emphasis). Whereas the referenced clause states “the SLAVE shall request a desired PBO level that is within two levels (within 4 dB) of the requested MASTER PBO level.”

Although there is no ambiguity because the PICS is informative and the referenced clause is normative. The use of “should” causes some people to assume that this is a recommendation not a requirement.
IMPACT ON EXISTING NETWORKS:

No impact to compliant devices. This change reduces the likelihood of developers producing non-compliant devices by mistake.
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